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A few of the properties of neighborhood spaces have been
. b " . I

gl ven y LamUZlC
[ 2] . rj:hemain ob.1eet of this l)aper is to use

convergence to characterize neighborhood spaces as well as a few

otrlersmore general thel1 top010gic8.1 spaces.

Kelley [1] has characterizedtopological spaces by con-

vergence. He makes use of the iterated theorem of convergence,

in toyological spaces, which is related to the fact.that the

Kuratowski closure function is idempotent. Hence this method

does not seem to be applicable to the case of spaces defined

bJ' functions '!ihichneed not he idempotent. But for tOI)ological

spaces there is a convergence property which depends on the

fact that the Kurato'!!ski closure funct:.i_onis isotone. This

property can be used instead of iterated.convergence to clJ8.racterize

topological spaces end r:lOreover this makes the proof si!'",p1er.

Also this prOI)ertycan be used in the characterization of more

general spaces by convergence.

1\1eighborhoocl Spaces.

Let N be a set with null subset N. Denote by g a set-valued

set:"'function mapping the pOVier set, of L1, into itself such that

I. gN::; N

2. Ac:. gA for A c:. 1i

'7. A:J. g c= {SB when A c.- B c::..'. 1',1

Definition 1. The ord8red pair (M,g) is said to be a

neighborhood space.
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Defini tioD 2. A nonemTItv famil'"" A. of nOnC~ml)t' f sn.bsets. " ' " ,

f :.1' !:)' d to ' a Lr. < >'I"P- j -:r7'~/ t :(""
} + b "C' .'f ,.' J] 'r) 'c0 ,', 1S So.l De <::>ene ,..!..".l_l ,1.. "cr <.c,:>8. lie \V.l,.. S<.l~ A l,~

in a subset. A, of M, iff every member of A is a subset of A.

Define a generalized filter base)... to be finer than a generalized

fil terbase jl iff every member ofj1 contains a member of A .
}i1or Ac=n denote 1)y c1\ the conple;:J.ent of A relative to f..I.

Composi tion of functions will be flenoted by juxtaposi tj.on; thus

cgA will denote c(gA) for A c= ~. Take l' = cgc.

Definition 3. A subset A of M is said to be a neighborhood

of a point x of ill iff x t rA. The generalized filterbase A is said

to converge to the point x iff for each neighborhood A of x there

is a member B of A such that B c:. A.

It is obvious that if a generalized filterbase A converges

to a point x then every generalized fil terbase j1.finer than A
also converges to x.,

Lem~a. x £ gA iff every neighborhood of x intersects A.

Proof. Let x E gA , x E rB. Then B intersects A for if

not B c:: cA and so x t rB C reA = cg~- which contradicts x ~ gA.

Next if every neighborhood of x intsrsects A then x is in

gA. For if not x £ cgA::: rcA and so cll is a nei5hborhood of x

which leads to a contradiction.

Theorem l.x €. gA :!,ifthere is a generalized fil terb8.se I in A,

which converges to x.

Proof. If x £ 8A and B is a neighborhood of x then A and B

intersect. The family A of all intersections of neighborhoods of
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x with A is a generalized fil terbase in A and A evidentl~f

converges to x.

To prove the converGe let A be a gener21ized fil terb~se,

in A, which converges to x. Then every neighborhood of. x

contcdns a member of A and therefore intersects A. This proves

the theorem.

Theorem 2. Let A be a generalized filterbase which

do~s not converge to X4 There is then a subset X of M such that

(a) there is in X a generalized filterbase p.. finer than A
(b) no generalized filterbase in X converges t.ox.

Proof. SinceAdoes not converge to x there is a

neigl~borhood A of x such that cA intersects every member of A.

Take-X = cA. Then the fa8ily of all intersections of me8Ders

of A \vit'.1cA is a generalized filterbase, in X, which is finer

than A . Eoreover it is obvious th8.tno filterbase in X

converges to x.

Definition 4. We will say R is a convergence relation,

for a neighborhood space, iff it satisfies the following

condi tions:

(a) If a generalized fil terbase A co~sists of the single

set {x} then \l,x) £ R

.(b) f1 is finer than A and \A, x) E R imply \f, x) € 11

(c) If (Il, x) t R for a generalized filterbase .A. t:--;en there

is a subset X of M such that there is a ge~eralizedfil tC':!:'base,

in X, finer than A. and that <}L' x) t Itfor all generalized

filterbasp.sj1 in X

It has eJ.read;y been sho\'m th;'tt conver,1cnce in U1,e;

satisfies these conditions.

~Pheorem 3. Let R be a converBcnce relation for a
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neighborhood space. Define the set-valued set-function g

as follo"'s: if A c::.1,1then gA is tae set of all points x

such that (A, x) €..11 for sane generali zed £i1 tpr1)(1se~ in

A.. Then 0.:, g) is a neighbo:rhood space and (.1', x) E. Riff

~ converges to x in the neighborhood space (D,g).

Proof. Evidently gN ~ H. It is also obvious that

A c:: gA for all A c: IiIand that gA c. gB if A c:. B c:. tIe

Hence (M,g) is a neighborhood space.

Next let a £!;eneralized filti?rb2.se A converge to x but

(;l ,x) ~ R. There is then a set X such that there is in X a

generalized fi1terbas9fL finer than :;t and that T in'X impli.es

(\" x) ~ R. Hence f con.~erges to x and so x e: gX. But x f. gX

. since (T' , x) f R fo~._all g.(~neralized filters. r in X.

Finally let ( ). , x) £ R and let A. not converge to X.

It then follows from Theorem 2 that there is a subset X of M

such that the:::'eis in X a generalized fil teTbase p. finer than

A and the.t no generclized fil terbase in X converges to x.

By this last condition x t gX. But (}l ,x) c R since f is

finer than A and hence x £g X by definition.

Topological Spaces

By proceeding along the same lines topological spaces

can be characterized by convergence without making use of

iterated convergence 8Jld it makes the proof simpler. No-,v the

Kurato~ski closure function is additive and so ~e can use

filterbases instead of generalized filterbases. And since the

Kura.to~';ski closu!'e function is idempotent, conver[Sence here has

an additional property.
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As USUF'.l, a nonempt:y fa~lily A of nonempty 8Ub:3et~; ofn

is said to be a filterbase iff A,B e"~ imply there is eEl

such that C C A (\ D.

Let h be a Kuratowski closure function 'for r!!; thon (L':,h)

is co,topological space. Since a fil terbase is a generalized

fil terbase and a topological sI'ace is a neighborhood S~H':'.ceit

follm'!s that definitions and resul ts (except ':rheorem 2) on being

finer, convergence etc., given before hold for filterbases and

topological spaces.

Theorem 4. If no filterbase in A converges to x then

there exist sets X,Y such that (a) X U Y = M

(b) no filterbase in X converGes to.X

(c) no filterbase in A converges to

a point ofY.

Proof. Obviously x E chAo TakeX = hA and Y :: chAo

Theorem 2'. If a :fil terbase Adoes not converge to x then

there is a subsetX of M such that there is in X a filterbase

finer thanA and that no filterbase in X convere;es to x.

This is the a118.100, of Theorem 2" for topological sp8.ces

and can easily be proved along the s~~e lines. .

Definition 5. ',7e will say R is a convergence relation,

for a topological space, "iff it satisfies the following conditions:

(a) If a filterbase ~ consists of the single set {x} then

(t , x) E R

(b) If 2. fil terb8..sefL is finer than a fil terb2.se )- and

(A, x) t R then (fL' x) E R

(c) If (A ,x) 1 R for a fil terbase A then there is a subset.
X of M s1.),c11that there is in X a fil terb8se finer than A. and that



(fL' x) 1 R for all filtero2.ses p. in X

(d) If A is a fil ter-'oas(~in a subset A, .of f\1,implies

(A ,x) 1- R t:1en th(~re exist b:o suhsets X,Y of :\1such that

X U y = :<, (f1' x) l- R for all fil terbases f in X and (T, y) I- H

for all filtel'bases T' in A and for all Y E Y'.

Theorem 5. Let R be a convergence relation for a torological

space. Define the set-valued set-function 11 as follO'.::s:if A C /vI

then h.A is the seit of all points x such that (A ,x) t. R for some

fil t,,:,rbaseA. in A. Then (E, h) is a topological space a..nd(A, x) € R

iff A converges to x in the topological sp~ce \M,h).

Froof. 1t is onl~r'necessary to prove that h is 2.dditive

and idempotent; the rest of the proof is exactly the S2-meas in

Theorem 3.

Since h is isotone, to prove h(A U B) ::: hA U DB it is

only necessary to show h(A U B) C h1'..U hE. If x € h (A U B)

then there is a fil t,,:,rbaspA in A U B such that (A' x) £ R; there

is then a filterbase}l finerthan A. 511C'h th8,t fl is eitherin A or

in B. Hence <fL ,xv £ R and so x ~ hA U hB.

Finally 'se want to prove h2:= h; this ';:illfollow if we can

sho',', h2 C h. If x £ chA then Ais a filterbase in A implies (A,x) i- R.

There are then sets X,Y such that X \...J Y :: 1,1, fA- is a fil terbase

in X implies (J!' x) 1 R 8.nd Y £ Y, '\' is a fil tp.rbase in A i};lply

('\,y") 'I R; from this last condition, ;;:e get Y C chA, from the one

before '.'.'e get x € chX and from the first tre get cX c: Y. ~-ienee

cX c: chA or hA c: X and so ~ c: hX. Therefore chX c: ch~ whence

x E. elf A. Thus x ~ chA ir~plies x E. ell/... and so chA c:. cJ-fA or

11A c:: hA.
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1!:ore Gener~J,l Spr,ces

Let us consider a few of the more general kinds of sraces

possible.

Case 1. Let O!, g) be a neigllborhood space such that

g(A U B) =: f,A U g13 for all subsets 11.,1"3of 1\1. '.rhis case can he

treated in the S8.me ':'ay as that of neighborhood spaces but use

fi1 terbascs instead of gener8_1i~ed fil terbases.

Case 2. Let the neighborhood s:oace (E,g) have .th2 property

th8,t g is idempotent. The 8::t8_1og of 'rheoreT'! 4 for generalized

fil teroo.ses "'ill hol ~ in this case. 30 proceed as for neighborll.ood

spaces but in the definition of convergence relation inpose

as additional condi tien the analog, of (ll) of Definition 5, for

generalized filterbases.

Case 3. Consider a neighborhood space (M,g). Xf we remove

the condition that gN = N then (M,g) will be a space more general

tr{8.n a neighborhood space. :F'rom the foregoing it is o1Jvious hOVI

to characterize such a space by convergence. Here ~e will define

a convercence relation R exactly as in Definition 4 but t1:.e

definition of g in Theorem 3 will be ch~~ged as follo~s:

Take a convenient su1)setS of ~,l and take gN = 3 and for

A C IE, define x t. gA iff x f. S or (A ,x) £.. R for some

generalized fil terbase A in A.

Case 4. Let g satisfy the conditions gN = Nand gA c: en for

A c: B. Here we ~ill d~fine a convergence'relation as in Defin~tion

4- . but vlill remove condition (a) and g will be defined in t:le same

way as in Theorem 3.

Case 5. Suppose the only condition b1posed on-g is that it

be isotone, i.e., gA c:BB for A C B. It is novrobvious ho'.'/ to tl~r;at

this case.
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It is clear hON to deal with other possible Generalizations

of topological spaces. It is also clear ho~ to use convergence of

filters, nets or generalization of nets to characterize these

spaces.

In the foregoing pages it has been s1-Jovmthat there is a

general tec1iniqueavailable which can be used to characterize

topological and more general spaces by conver.':;ence.
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